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By Toni Davidson

Freight Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Alpine Casanovas, Toni
Davidson, Beat and Quyn share a Eurasian heritage - both are half Vietnamese, half European. Beat
is a rock musician and star of Asian action movies who lives in the US, relying on sex, drugs and
alcohol to survive. Whilst filming in Vietnam he fakes his own death and then watches the media
circus from the refuge of a chalet high in the mountains. Quyn is the product of an adulterous affair
between his father, a bootlegger, and the Vietnamese help. Brought up in the family barn, when
Quyn's father self-immolates, Quyn is left itinerant. Returning to his birthplace, he falls in with
Benoit, a film director, with secrets of his own. Toni Davidson follows his acclaimed novels Scar
Culture and My Gun Was As Tall As Me with his most accomplished and mature work to date, a bold,
challenging and violent exploration of the loss of heritage, identity and community. As Davidson
weaves a beguiling and complex web, both men are driven to near madness by the circumstances of
their births, culminating in an explosive, shocking climax.
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional book and also the font utilized was intriguing to read. This is for all who statte there was not a worth reading. It is extremely difficult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Tyson Hilpert-- Prof. Tyson Hilpert

Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Jaiden Konopelski-- Jaiden Konopelski
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